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It generates radioactive waste; it requires uranium that's dangerous to mine; it's
hugely  expensive.
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Nuclear power -- not a green option
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Here we go again. With the Obama administration's

promise of federal loan guarantees to build two new

nuclear power plants at a cost of $8.3  billion, the

radioactiv e monster is rising from a long dormancy ,

pumped to life by  the lobby ists for nuke designers, nuke

contractors, nuke operators and nuke consultants and

their generous spending.

Ov er the last decade, the nuclear industry  has spent

more than $600 million lobby ing the federal

gov ernment and another $63  million in federal

campaign contributions, according to an analy sis of

public records by  the Inv estigativ e Reporting Workshop

at American Univ ersity . Today , the industry  is using

our desperate need for jobs and worries about global

warming to further its cause.

But let's not forget the reasons that citizens across the

nation hav e been successfully  opposing expanded

reliance on nuclear energy  since the 1 97 0s.

First and foremost, there is the waste issue. Nuclear

power generates a radioactiv e waste stream from hell

that will threaten ev en our grandchildren's grandchildren. We still hav e no repository  for

the waste and no plan to dispose of it. Two decades and billions of taxpay er dollars later, a

proposed Yucca Mountain repository  in Nev ada has been all but abandoned. The taxpay er

cost for resolv ing this currently  intractable problem, if we ev er do, will be massiv e.

There are problems at the other end of producing nuclear power too. Mining uranium is a

dirty  business that has left too many  sick and dy ing miners -- and polluted communities --

in its wake. And once the uranium is mined, it has to be processed into fuel, also a

hazardous and expensiv e undertaking.

Another factor is the price tag. Nuclear power just isn't cost-effectiv e. It has alway s

depended on massiv e taxpay er and ratepay er subsidies. Before the latest round of

gov ernment loan guarantees were proposed, the so-called nuclear renaissance was just talk

because priv ate inv estors wouldn't bite, in part because power generated by  nuclear plants
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isn't competitiv e: It costs 30% to 35% more than power produced from coal or natural gas

plants. Delay s and cost ov erruns are common in nuclear plant production.

And the potential for legal liability  is huge. The conserv ativ e Heritage Foundation, the

Cato Institute and the National Taxpay ers Union hav e all questioned whether it is fiscally

responsible for the gov ernment to guarantee loans on nuclear power plants.

There is also the danger factor. In 2005, the National Academy  of Sciences noted that

"successful terrorist attacks on spent fuel pools, though difficult, are possible," and that

such an attack "could result in the release of large amounts of radioactiv e material."

Ev en in the absence of terrorism, plants release radiation. The Vermont legislature is

try ing to kill the Vermont Yankee plant because deadly  tritium has leaked into the

env ironment. Twenty -sev en of the 1 04 nuclear plants in the United States hav e been

confirm ed to be leaking tritium.

Lately , the adv ocates of nuclear power hav e called for expansion of their industry  in order

to reduce the carbon emissions that cause global warming. But nuclear power's carbon

footprint is not really  so low once y ou factor in all the other phases, such as mining and

processing uranium, the construction of a massiv e infrastructure and waste disposal and

monitoring. It's not a practical solution to reducing greenhouse gases now either, because it

would take decades to build enough power plants to make a difference.

If the gov ernment is going to subsidize greener energy , wouldn't it be both wiser and more

cost-effectiv e to take the money  we are giv ing the nuclear power industry  and instead

dev ote it to solar, wind, geothermal and conserv ation?

By  its v ery  nature, nuclear power requires the concentration and centralization of capital,

expertise and authority , which leads to arrogant, unresponsiv e bureaucracies. Compared

with other non-coal energy  technologies, it is the most authoritarian and least democratic.

Granted, large and expensiv e wind and solar farms will be built by  big utilities, but a

community  could put up its own windmill, and I can put solar panels on my  own house.

When was the last time y ou and y our neighbors thought about building a little nuclear

power plant behind the garage?

From the promise of a "peaceful atom" through Three Mile Island and Yucca Mountain,

nuclear adv ocates hav e m isled the American public. And they  are doing it again.

Industry  spokespeople complain that regulation and litigation hav e driv en up the costs for

nuclear power. Now, in addition to the massiv e subsidies, the industry  wants gov ernment

help in fast-tracking its projects.

Let me bring the choice we are making down to earth: Say  y ou're buy ing a car. The

salesman has a long history  of telling lies, cov ering up mistakes and breaking promises. He

is try ing to sell y ou a car that doesn't exist y et, so he's not sure what it will look like. It is

likely  to cost at least two and may be three times what it say s on the sticker. It almost

certainly  will take him much longer to deliv er it than he say s it will. The fuel for that car -

- let's call it a battery  -- wears out constantly , is deadly  dangerous and will be for thousands

of y ears. You hav e to store that stuff in y our basement because there's no place else for it to

go. Oh, and some powerful and distant authorities will tell y ou when and where y ou can

driv e it. Still interested?

Whose nuclear renaissance is this?

Chip Ward is a founder of HEAL Utah and wrote about the struggle to keep his Utah

backy ard from becoming a nuclear dumping ground in his books, "Canaries on the Rim"

and "Hope's Horizon."
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Actually , and I say  this as a decades-long opponent of nuclear power plants for a number
of reasons, I think this is a good time to rev isit the nuclear option, but not the one y ou're
thinking of. Ev ery thing said in this article is true, but there is, or seems to be, a fairly
green option: thorium. It's safer (plants can't pull a Chernoby l or TMI), it doesn't
contribute to the manufacture of nuclear weapons, and the waste is both considerably
less in v olume, toxicity  and durability . I wouldn't object to a thorium-fueled plant being
built on my  block, nev er mind my  state. As for conv entional nukes-- that's a closed door
in Maine: we outlawed new (uranium-fueled) nuclear plants in the state y ears ago. The
thorium option, howev er, would appeal to our sensibilities.
FarmerTomTw o (03/05/2010, 6:13 AM )

Report Comment

I totally  agree with y ou, as they  say  nuke plants are clean energy  sources, I would like
to know if data is av ailable on the carbon footprint that has been mentioned in this
article.
Rupali78 (03/05/2010, 2:01 AM )

Report Comment
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